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(54) ELECTRICITY STORAGE BLOCK AND ELECTRICITY STORAGE MODULE

(57) The present invention is devised to reduce com-
pression reaction force from a thermally-conductive
sheet acting on electricity storage elements. An electricity
storage block is thermally connected to a heat transfer
plate via an elastic thermally-conductive sheet. The elec-
tricity storage block includes: an element stacked body
11 in which a plurality of square electricity storage ele-
ments 101 is stacked and arranged such that wide sur-
faces 109w of the adjacent square electricity storage el-
ements 101 are opposed to each other; and a pressing
device that presses the element stacked body 11 toward
the thermally-conductive sheet arranged on the heat
transfer plate. The element stacked body 11 includes
holders 160 and 170 having wide surface abutment parts
161 and 171 in abutment with one of the wide surfaces
109w in a pair in at least the predetermined square elec-
tricity storage element 101. The outer surfaces of the
bottom plates 109b of the square electricity storage ele-
ments 101 are set as heat transfer surfaces thermally
connected to the heat transfer plate via the thermal-
ly-conductive sheet. The heat-transfer surfaces protrude
toward the heat transfer plate more than the end surfaces
of the wide surface abutment parts 161 and 171 at the
heat transfer plate side.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an electricity
storage block with a plurality of electricity storage ele-
ments electrically connected together and an electricity
storage module in which the electricity storage block is
thermally connected to a heat transfer plate via a ther-
mally-conductive sheet.

Background Art

[0002] Electricity storage modules installed in hybrid
electric automobiles and purely electric automobiles in-
clude a large number of electricity storage elements such
as lithium-ion batteries and nickel-hydrogen batteries.
The electricity storage elements generate heat due to
internal resistance at the time of charging and discharg-
ing, and suffer more likely lifetime-related performance
degradation such as a capacity reduction.
[0003] The electricity storage elements desirably have
as smaller temperature rises as possible from the view-
point of lifetime. To cool down the electricity elements,
there is a method by which the electricity storage ele-
ments are thermally connected to a heat transfer plate
via an elastic thermally-conductive sheet (refer to PTL
1). In the case of using such a thermally-conductive
sheet, the electricity storage elements are pressed
against the thermally-conductive sheet on the heat trans-
fer plate to attach the electricity storage elements closely
to the thermally-conductive sheet.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0004] PTL 1: JP 2011-34775 A

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0005] To attach the heat transfer surfaces of the elec-
tricity. storage elements closely to the thermally-conduc-
tive sheet, it is necessary to press the electricity storage
elements toward the thermally-conductive sheet to com-
press the thermally-conductive sheet. However, this op-
eration has a problem that a large compression reaction
force acts on the electricity storage block at the time of
compression of the thermally-conductive sheet.

Solution Problem

[0006] An electricity storage block according to Claim
1 is thermally connected to a heat transfer plate via an
elastic thermally-conductive sheet, the electricity storage
block including: an element stacked body in which a plu-

rality of square electricity storage elements having a pair
of first narrow surfaces, a pair of second narrow surfaces,
and a pair of wide surfaces is stacked and arranged such
that the wide surfaces of the adjacent square electricity
storage elements are opposed to each other; and a
pressing device that presses the element stacked body
toward the thermally-conductive sheet arranged on the
heat transfer plate, and the element stacked body in-
cludes a holder having a wide surface abutment part in
abutment with one of the wide surfaces in a pair in at
least the predetermined square electricity storage ele-
ment, one of the first narrow surfaces in a pair in the
square electricity storage element is set as a heat transfer
surface thermally connected to the heat transfer plate via
the thermally-conductive sheet, and the heat-transfer
surface of the square electricity storage element pro-
trudes toward the heat transfer plate more than the end
surface of the wide surface abutment part.
[0007] An electricity storage module according to
Claim 7 includes: the electricity storage block according
to claim 1 or 2; a heat transfer plate thermally connected
to the electricity storage block; and a thermally-conduc-
tive sheet that is arranged on the heat transfer plate and
is sandwiched between the electricity storage block and
the heat transfer plate, and an end surface of the wide
surface abutment part at the heat transfer plate side is
opposed to the thermally-conductive sheet.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0008] According to the present invention, it is possible
to reduce a compression reaction force from the thermal-
ly-conductive sheet on the element stacked body.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0009]

[FIG. 1] FIG. 1 is a perspective outer view of an elec-
tricity storage module according to a first embodi-
ment of the present invention.
[FIG. 2] FIG. 2 is an exploded perspective view illus-
trating a configuration of the electricity storage mod-
ule.
[FIG. 3] FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view illus-
trating a configuration of an element stacked body.
[FIG. 4] FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a cell battery.
[FIG. 5] FIG. 5 is a perspective view of an interme-
diate holder.
[FIG. 6] FIG. 6 is a perspective view of an end holder.
[FIG. 7] FIG. 7 is a bottom view of an electricity stor-
age block and a thermally-conductive sheet.
[FIG. 8] FIG. 8(a) is a diagram illustrating the state
where the electricity storage block and a cooling
structure are not yet thermally connected, and FIG.
8(b) is a diagram illustrating the state where the elec-
tricity storage block and the cooling structure are
thermally connected.
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[FIG. 9] FIG. 9 is an exploded perspective view illus-
trating a configuration of an element stacked body
of an electricity storage module according to a sec-
ond embodiment of the present invention.
[FIG. 10] FIG. 10 is a perspective view of an inter-
mediate holder constituting the element stacked
body.
[FIG. 11] FIG. 11 is a perspective view of an end
holder.
[FIG. 12] FIG. 12 is a bottom view of an electricity
storage block and a thermally-conductive sheet.
[FIG. 13] FIG. 13(a) is a diagram illustrating the state
where the electricity storage block and a cooling
structure are not yet thermally connected, and FIG.
13(b) is a diagram illustrating the state where the
electricity storage block and the cooling structure are
thermally connected.
[FIG. 14] FIG. 14 is an exploded perspective view
illustrating a configuration of an electricity storage
module according to a third embodiment of the
present invention.
[FIG. 15] FIG. 15 is a bottom view of an electricity
storage block and a thermally-conductive sheet.
[FIG. 16] FIG. 16 is an exploded perspective view
illustrating a configuration of an element stacked
body.
[FIG. 17] FIG. 17 is a perspective view of an inter-
mediate holder.
[FIG. 18] FIG. 18 is a perspective view of a back-
side end holder of the element stacked body.
[FIG. 19] FIG. 19 is a perspective view of a front-side
end holder of the element stacked body.
[FIG. 20] FIG. 20 is a perspective view illustrating a
configuration of an element stacked body of an elec-
tricity storage module according to a modification ex-
ample of the first embodiment.
[FIG. 21] FIG. 21 is a front view of an intermediate
holder and a cell battery illustrated in FIG. 20.
[FIG. 22] FIG. 22 is a perspective view illustrating a
configuration of an element stacked body of an elec-
tricity storage module according to a modification ex-
ample of the second embodiment.
[FIG. 23] FIG. 14 is an exploded perspective view
illustrating a configuration of an element stacked
body of an electricity storage module according to a
modification example of the third embodiment of the
present invention.
[FIG. 24] FIG. 24 is a perspective outer view of the
electricity storage module with end plates fixed to a
heat transfer plate by L-shaped brackets.
[FIG. 25] FIG. 25 includes diagrams describing an
example in which a thermally-conductive sheet is ar-
ranged for each cell battery.

Description of Embodiments

[0010] Embodiments in which the present invention is
applied to an electricity storage module that is incorpo-

rated into an electricity storage device installed in a hybrid
electric automobile or a purely electric automobile and
includes a plurality of square lithium-ion secondary bat-
teries (hereinafter, referred to as cell batteries) as elec-
tricity storage elements will be hereinafter described with
reference to the drawings. For the convenience of de-
scription, the up-down direction, the front-back direction,
and the right-left direction relative to the electricity stor-
age module are defined as illustrated in the drawings.
The up-down direction, the right-left direction, and the
front-back direction shown by arrows are orthogonal to
one another.

- First Embodiment -

[0011] FIG. 1 is a perspective outer view of an elec-
tricity storage module 10 according to a first embodiment
of the present invention. FIG. 2 is an exploded perspec-
tive view illustrating a configuration of the electricity stor-
age module 10. The electricity storage module 10 is com-
posed of a cooling structure 190 and an electricity storage
block 100. The electricity storage block 100 includes an
element stacked body 11 in which a plurality of cell bat-
teries 101 is stacked and arranged, an integration mech-
anism that integrates the element stacked body 11, and
a duct unit 110 as a press device that presses the element
stacked body 11 toward the cooling structure 190.
[0012] FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view illustrat-
ing a configuration of the element stacked body 11, show-
ing part of the element stacked body 11. As illustrated in
FIG. 3, the element stacked body 11 includes the plurality
of cell batteries 101 and a plurality of battery holders 160
and 170. Each of the cell batteries 101 is a flat rectangular
parallelepiped and has a pair of wide side plates 109w.
The plurality of cell batteries 101 constituting the element
stacked body 11 is stacked and arranged such that the
wide side plates 109w of the adjacent cell batteries 101
are opposed to each other. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the
adjacent cell batteries 101 are inversely oriented such
that positive terminals 104 and negative terminals 105
provided on battery covers 108 are reversed in position.
[0013] Although not illustrated, the positive terminals
104 and the negative terminals 105 of the adjacent cell
batteries 101 are electrically connected together by a bus
bar as a flat-plate metal conductive member. That is, the
plurality of cell batteries 101 constituting the electricity
storage block 100 according to this embodiment is elec-
trically connected in series.
[0014] Although not illustrated, the positive terminal
104 of the cell battery 101 arranged at the front end and
the negative terminal 105 of the cell battery 101 arranged
at the back end are electrically connected in series or in
parallel by a conductive member to another electricity
storage module or connected by a conductive member
to a power-retrieval wire.
[0015] The cell batteries 101 constituting the element
stacked body 11 will be described. The plurality of cell
batteries 101 has the same structure. FIG. 4 is a per-
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spective view of the cell battery 101. As illustrated in FIG.
4, the cell battery 101 includes a square battery container
composed of a battery can 109 and the battery cover
108. The material for the battery can 109 and the battery
cover 108 is aluminum or aluminum alloy, for example.
The battery can 109 is a rectangular box having an open-
ing 109a at one end. The battery cover 108 is a rectan-
gular flat plate that is laser-welded to close the opening
109a of the battery can 109. That is, the battery cover
108 seals the battery can 109.
[0016] The square battery container composed of the
battery cover 108 and the battery can 109 is a hollow
rectangular parallelepiped. In the battery container, the
wide side plates 109w in a pair having the largest area
surfaces (wide surface) out of the side surfaces consti-
tuting the battery container are opposed to each other,
narrow side plates 109n in a pair having the smallest area
surfaces out of the side surfaces constituting the battery
container are opposed to each other, and the battery cov-
er 108 and a bottom plate 109b of the battery can 109
are opposed to each other.
[0017] The battery cover 108 is provided with the pos-
itive terminal 104 and the negative terminal 105. The bat-
tery container stores a charging/discharging element (not
illustrated) covered with an insulating case (not illustrat-
ed). A positive electrode of the charging/discharging el-
ement not illustrated is connected to the positive terminal
104, and a negative electrode of the same is connected
to the negative terminal 105. Accordingly, electric power
is supplied to an external device via the positive terminal
104 and the negative terminal 105 or externally generat-
ed electric power is supplied to the charging/discharging
element via the positive terminal 104 and the negative
terminal 105 to charge the charging/discharging element.
[0018] The battery cover 108 is provided with a liquid
injection hole for injecting an electrolytic solution into the
battery container. The liquid injection hole is sealed with
a liquid injection stopper 108a after injection of the elec-
trolytic solution. The electrolytic solution may be a non-
aqueous electrolytic solution in which a lithium salt such
as a hexafluoride lithium phosphate (LiPF6) is dissolved
in a carbonate ester-based organic solvent such as an
ethylene carbonate, for example.
[0019] The battery cover 108 is provided with a gas
exhaust valve 108b. The gas exhaust valve 108b is
formed by partially thinning the battery cover 108 through
press processing. When the cell battery 101 produces
heat and generates a gas due to some abnormality such
as overcharging and the pressure in the battery container
increases and reaches a predetermined value, the gas
exhaust valve 108b is opened to eject the gas from the
inside to reduce the pressure in the battery container.
[0020] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 3, the plurality of cell
batteries 101 is stacked and arranged in the front-back
direction via the battery holders 160 and 170 to constitute
the element stacked body 11. The material for the battery
holders 160 and 170 is an insulating and heat-resistance
resin, for example, an engineering plastic or rubber such

as polybutylene terephthalate (PBT) or polycarbonate
(PC).
[0021] The battery holders 160 and 170 include inter-
mediate holders 160 arranged between the adjacent cell
batteries 101 and end holders 170 arranged between the
cell battery 101 arranged at the front end and the end
plate 120 and between the cell battery 101 arranged at
the back end and the end plate 120. The material for the
end plates 120 is a metal such as aluminum or aluminum
alloy. The intervention of the intermediate holders 160
between the cell batteries 101 provides insulation be-
tween the adjacent cell batteries 101. The intervention
of the end holders 170 between the end plates 120 and
the cell batteries 101 provides insulation between the
end plates 120 and the cell batteries 101.
[0022] FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the intermediate
holder 160. The intermediate holder 160 includes a wide
surface abutment part 161 and a pair of connection parts
163 provided at the right and left ends of the wide surface
abutment part 161.
[0023] The wide surface abutment part 161 is a rec-
tangular flat plate that is arranged between the adjacent
cell batteries 101 as illustrated in FIG. 3. As illustrated in
FIGS. 3 and 5, the front surface of the wide surface abut-
ment part 161 is in abutment with the back-side wide side
plate 109w of the cell battery 101 at the front side of the
intermediate holder 160. The back surface of the wide
surface abutment part 161 is in abutment with the front-
side wide side plate 109w of the cell battery 101 at the
back side of the intermediate holder 160.
[0024] As illustrated in FIG. 5, each of the connection
parts 163 is an approximately rectangular parallelepiped
with the longitudinal side along the up-down direction.
The right-side connection part 163 has a fitting convex
163a extended in the up-down direction on the front sur-
face and has a fitting concave 163b extended in the up-
down direction on the back surface. The left-side con-
nection part 163 has a fitting concave 163b extended in
the up-down direction on the front surface and has a fitting
convex 163a extended in the up-down direction on the
back surface.
[0025] The fitting convex 163a is fitted to the fitting con-
cave 163b of the adjacent intermediate holder 160 or a
fitting concave 173b of the adjacent end holder 170 de-
scribed later. The fitting concave 163b is fitted to the fitting
convex 163a of the adjacent intermediate holder 160 or
a fitting convex 173a of the adjacent end holder 170 de-
scribed later.
[0026] The pair of connection parts 163 has inner sur-
faces 163s opposed to each other and divided into two
in the front-back direction by the wide surface abutment
part 161. The front-side inner surfaces 163s are in abut-
ment with the narrow side plates 109n of the cell battery
101 at the front side of the intermediate holder 160. The
back-side inner surfaces 163s are in abutment with the
narrow side plates 109n of the cell battery 101 at the back
side of the intermediate holder 160.
[0027] Provided on the outer surfaces of the pair of
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connection parts 163 are convexes 167a protruding out-
ward in the right-left direction. The convexes 167a are
fitted to openings 143 of side frames 140 described later.
The convexes 167a are positioned at the center in the
up-down direction. Provided at the upper and lower sides
of the convexes 167a are abutment surface parts 167b
in abutment with side plates 141 of the side frames 140
described later.
[0028] The wide surface abutment part 161 has a rec-
tangular cutout 161c at the lower portion. In other words,
the lower ends of the connection parts 163 protrude more
downward than the wide surface abutment part 161. In
this embodiment, the lower end surfaces of the connec-
tion parts 163 are positioned more downward by a dis-
tance h1 than the lower end surface of the wide surface
abutment part 161. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the cell battery
101 is arranged such that the outer surface of the bottom
plate 109b and the lower end surfaces of the connection
parts 163 are flush with each other. That is, the outer
surface of the bottom plate 109b of the cell battery 101
is positioned more downward by the distance h1 than the
lower end surface of the wide surface abutment part 161.
[0029] FIG. 6 is a perspective view of the end holder
170. The end holder 170 includes a wide surface abut-
ment part 171 and a pair of connection parts 173 provided
at the right and left ends of the wide surface abutment
part 171.
[0030] The end holders 170 are arranged in the front-
back direction as illustrated in FIG. 3, that is, are arranged
between the cell batteries 101 at both the ends of the
element stacked body 11 in the direction of stacking and
the end plates 120 described later. The end holder 170
positioned at the front end of the element stacked body
11 and the end holder 170 positioned at the back end of
the element stacked body 11 are the same in shape.
Accordingly, the end holder 170 positioned at the back
end of the element stacked body 11 will be described
later as a representative. FIG. 6 illustrates arrows that
show the up-down, right-left, and front-back directions
relative to the posture of the end holder 170 positioned
at the back end of the element stacked body 11.
[0031] As illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 6, the front surface
of the wide surface abutment part 171 is in abutment with
the back-side wide side plate 109w of the cell battery 101
at the front side of the end holder 170. The back surface
of the wide surface abutment part 171 is in abutment with
the end plate 120.
[0032] As illustrated in FIG. 6, the connection parts 173
are approximately rectangular parallelepiped with the
longitudinal side along the up-down direction. The right-
side connection part 173 has a fitting convex 173a ex-
tended in the up-down direction on the front surface, and
the left-side connection part 173 has a fitting concave
173b extended in the up-down direction on the front sur-
face. Although not illustrated, the end holder 170 posi-
tioned at the front end of the element stacked body 11 is
reversed 180 degrees with respect to the end holder 170
illustrated in FIG. 6. Accordingly, in the end holder 170

positioned at the front end of the element stacked body
11, the right-side connection part 173 has the fitting con-
cave 173b extended in the up-down direction on the back
surface, and the left-side connection part 173 has the
fitting convex 173a extended in the up-down direction on
the back surface.
[0033] The fitting convexes 173a are fitted to the fitting
concaves 163b of the adjacent intermediate holder 160.
The fitting concaves 173b are fitted to the fitting convexes
163a of the adjacent intermediate holder 160.
[0034] The pair of connection parts 173 protrudes for-
ward from the wide surface abutment part 171. The pair
of connection parts 173 has inner surfaces 173s opposed
to each other in abutment with the narrow side plates
109n of the cell battery 101.
[0035] Provided on the outer surfaces of the pair of
connection parts 173 are convexes 177a protruding out-
ward in the right-left direction. The convexes 177a are
fitted to the openings 143 of the side frames 140 de-
scribed later. The convexes 177a are positioned at the
center in the up-down direction. Provided at the upper
and lower sides of the convexes 177a have abutment
surface parts 177b in abutment with the side plates 141
of the side frames 140 described later.
[0036] The wide surface abutment part 171 has a rec-
tangular cutout 171c at the lower portion. In other words,
the lower ends of the connection parts 173 protrude more
downward than the wide surface abutment part 171. In
this embodiment, the lower end surfaces of the connec-
tion parts 173 are positioned more downward by the dis-
tance h1 than the lower end surface of the wide surface
abutment part 171. The cell battery 101 is arranged such
that the outer surface of the bottom plate 109b and the
lower end surfaces of the connection parts 173 are flush
with each other. That is, the outer surface of the bottom
plate 109b of the cell battery 101 is positioned more
downward by the distance h1 than the lower end surface
of the wide surface abutment part 171.
[0037] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, the element
stacked body 11 is held by an integration mechanism.
The integration mechanism includes the pair of end
plates 120 and the pair of side frames 140 to bind firmly
the plurality of cell batteries 101 stacked and arranged
via the battery holders 160 and 170.
[0038] The end plates 120 are rectangular flat plates
formed in almost the same size as the cell batteries 101.
The pair of end plates 120 are arranged at the front and
back sides of the element stacked body 11 to sandwich
the element stacked body 11 in the front-back direction,
that is, in the direction of stacking.
[0039] The pair of side frames 140 is arranged sym-
metrically at the right and left sides of the element stacked
body 11. As illustrated in FIG. 1, each of the side frames
140 includes a side plate 141 as a rectangular flat plate
with a rectangular opening 143 and bend parts 142 bend-
ing 90 degrees in the same direction at the front and back
ends of the side plate 141. The side plate 141 includes
a pair of side surface abutment parts 141a extended in
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parallel to each other between the front-side end plate
120 and the back-side end plate 120 and a pair of en-
gagement parts 141b extended in parallel to each other
between the upper and lower ends of the element stacked
body 11, and have an approximately square-frame shape
as seen from the right-left direction. Each of the side
frames 140 is fabricated by cutting out a metal plate such
as a stainless steel plate or steel plate in a predetermined
width, punching the center of the plate, and folding and
bending the ends of the plate.
[0040] When the connection parts 163 and 173 are
connected together to assemble the element stacked
body 11, the convexes 167a of the intermediate holders
160 (see FIG. 5) and the convexes 177a of the end hold-
ers 170 (see FIG. 6) constitute rectangular parallelepi-
ped-shaped convexes 168 as a whole. The openings 143
are adapted to the outer shape of the convexes 168.
When the convexes 168 are fitted to the openings 143,
the side surface abutment parts 141a are in abutment
with the abutment surface parts 167b of the intermediate
holders 160 (see FIG. 5) and the abutment surface parts
177b of the end holders 170 (see FIG. 6).
[0041] The upper and lower opening edges of the
openings 143 engage with the upper and lower edges of
the convexes 168, and the front and back opening edges
of the openings 143 engage with the front and back edges
of the convexes 177a of the end holders 170.
[0042] While being in abutment with the end plates
120, the bend parts 142 are screwed into the end plates
120 by screws 150. When the bend parts 142 are
screwed into the end plates 120, the battery holders 160
and 170 and the cell batteries 101 sandwiched between
the pair of end plates 120 are held in the state of being
compressed by a predetermined amount. In this manner,
when the element stacked body 11 is firmly bound by the
integration mechanism, the positions of the plurality of
intermediate holders 160 and end holders 170 are reg-
ulated in the up-down, front-back, and right-left direc-
tions. As a result, the positions of the cell batteries 101
sandwiched between the battery holders 160 and 170
are regulated in the front-back direction, and the positions
of the cell batteries 101 sandwiched between the pairs
of connection parts 163 and 173 of the battery holders
160 and 170 are regulated in the right-left direction. In
addition, the wide surface abutment parts 161 and 171
and the wide side plates 109w of the cell batteries 101
are in abutment with each other, and the inner surfaces
163s and 173s of the connection parts 163 and 173 and
the narrow side plates 109n of the cell batteries 101 are
in abutment with each other, whereby the positions of
the cell batteries 101 are regulated in the up-down direc-
tion due to frictional force on the contact surfaces.
[0043] In the foregoing description of this embodiment,
the side frames 140 are fixed to the end plates 120 by
use of the screws 150. Alternatively, the side frames 140
may be fixed to the end plates 120 by use of bolts or
rivets or through swaging or welding.
[0044] The element stacked body 11 firmly bound and

integrated by the integration mechanism is assembled
into the cooling structure 190. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the
cooling structure 190 has a rectangular parallelepiped-
shaped heat transfer plate 191, a cooling pipe 192 ar-
ranged inside the heat transfer plate 191, and a thermally-
conductive sheet 180 arranged on the heat transfer plate
191. The heat transfer plate 191 and the cooling pipe 192
are formed from highly thermal-conductive metal mate-
rial such as aluminum or aluminum alloy.
[0045] The cooling pipe 192 is a cylindrical pipe with a
circular cross section that forms inside a refrigerant flow
path through which a cooling heat medium such as an
ethylene glycol solution (hereinafter, referred to as refrig-
erant) flows. Although not illustrated, the cooling pipe 192
is entirely U-shaped, has a folded part in the vicinity of
the back end of the heat transfer plate 191 such that the
refrigerant makes a U-turn, and has two straight pipe
parts arranged along the front-back direction. As illus-
trated in FIG. 2, a refrigerant inlet and a refrigerant outlet
of the cooling pipe 192 are provided at the front end of
the heat transfer plate 191.
[0046] Although not illustrated, the refrigerant flowing
through the cooling pipe 192 is supplied to the refrigerant
inlet by a heat exchange system composed of a pump,
a radiator, a cooling fan and the like. The refrigerant dis-
charged from the refrigerant outlet is collected by the
heat exchange system for cooling.
[0047] The thermally-conductive sheet 180 is about 2
mm thick and has favorable thermal conductivity and
electric insulation property. The thermally-conductive
sheet 180 has preferably a thermal conductivity of about
1 to 5 W/m·K. The thermally-conductive sheet 180 is also
of elasticity.
[0048] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, a duct unit 110
is provided on the top of the element stacked body 11 to
guide a gas discharged from the gas exhaust valves 108b
of the plurality of cell batteries 101 to the outside of the
vehicle. The duct unit 110 is formed from a metal plate
such as a stainless steel plate or a steel plate. The duct
unit 110 has a gas guide part 111 extended along the
direction of stacking in the element stacked body 11, that
is, along the front-back direction. The gas guide part 111
is a hollow rectangular pipe member that forms a gas
flow path with a rectangular cross section from an upper
plate, a lower plate, and a pair of side plates connecting
the upper and lower plates. Although not illustrated, the
gas guide part 111 has gas introduction openings formed
in the lower plate at positions corresponding to the gas
exhaust valves 108b of the cell batteries 101.
[0049] As illustrated in FIG. 2, a seal member 115 of
an insulating resin is arranged at a part of connection
between the gas exhaust valves 108b and the gas guide
part 111. The seal member 115 extends in the front-back
direction between the front-side end plate 120 and the
back-side end plate 120. The seal member 115 has open-
ings 115a at positions corresponding to the gas exhaust
valves 108b of the cell batteries 101.
[0050] The duct unit 110 has a pair of leg parts 112
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extended downward from the front end of the gas guide
part 111 and a pair of leg parts 112 extended downward
from the back end of the gas guide part 111. Each of the
leg parts 112 has a leg part attachment piece 112a to be
screwed by a screw 151 into the heat transfer plate 191.
The gas guide part 111 has guide part attachment pieces
111a to be screwed by screws 152 into the end plates
120 in the vicinities of the front and back ends of the gas
guide part 111.
[0051] As illustrated in FIG. 1, when the leg part at-
tachment pieces 112a are screwed into the heat transfer
plate 191 and the guide part attachment pieces 111a are
screwed into the upper surfaces of the end plates 120,
the element stacked body 11 integrated by the integration
mechanism is pressed toward the thermally-conductive
sheet 180 arranged on the heat transfer plate 191, that
is, downward.
[0052] Each of the cell batteries 101 is sandwiched be-
tween the wide surface abutment parts 161 and 171 of
the battery holders 160 and 170, and sandwiched be-
tween the pair of connection parts 163 and 173 of the
battery holders 160 and 170. Accordingly, frictional force
acts on the contact surfaces of the wide surface abutment
parts 161 and 171 and the wide side plates 109w of the
cell battery 101 and the contact surfaces of the inner
surfaces 163s and 173s of the connection parts 163 and
173 of the battery holders 160 and 170 and the narrow
side plates 109n of the cell battery 101. As a result, when
the end plates 120 are pressed downward by the duct
unit 110, the frictional force acting on the surfaces of the
wide side plates 109w of the cell batteries 101 and the
frictional force acting on the surfaces of the narrow side
plates 109n of the cell batteries 101 generate downward
pressing force acting on the cell batteries 101.
[0053] Further, the gas guide part 111 generates
downward pressing force acting on battery covers 102
of the cell batteries 101 from the gas guide part 111 via
the seal member 115.
[0054] As in the foregoing, in this embodiment, the duct
unit 110 serves as a pressing device that presses the
element stacked body 11 toward the thermally-conduc-
tive sheet 180 arranged on the heat transfer plate 191
(in other words, a pressing device that presses the heat
transfer plate 191 toward the element stacked body 11).
The duct unit 110 as a pressing device elastically deforms
the thermally-conductive sheet 180 sandwiched between
the element stacked body 11 and the heat transfer plate
191 such that the thermally-conductive sheet 180 is com-
pressed by a predetermined amount, and holds the ther-
mally-conductive sheet 180 in that state. By compressing
the thermally-conductive sheet 180, the thermally-con-
ductive sheet 180 can be closely attached to both the
heat transfer surface of the element stacked body 11 and
the heat transfer surface of the heat transfer plate 191,
thereby resulting in efficient heat exchange.
[0055] Accordingly, the element stacked body 11 and
the heat transfer plate 191 in the electricity storage block
100 are thermally connected via the thermally-conduc-

tive sheet 180. The phrase "thermally connected" herein
means that heat exchange between two objects is ena-
bled by thermally-conductive solid materials such as a
metal and a resin. Between the two thermally connected
objects, heat flows from a higher-temperature object to
a lower-temperature object until a thermal equilibrium is
reached.
[0056] The heat transfer plate 191 exchanges heat with
the cell batteries 101 via the thermally-conductive sheet
180 to absorb the heat generated in the cell batteries
101, that is, cool down the cell batteries 101, thereby
suppressing a temperature rise in the cell batteries 101.
The heat transferred to the heat transfer plate 191 is then
transferred to the refrigerant via the cooling pipe 192 and
collected by the refrigerant into the heat exchange sys-
tem.
[0057] When the duct unit 110 presses the element
stacked body 11 against the thermally-conductive sheet
180 on the heat transfer plate 191, compression reaction
force acts on the duct unit 110 via the element stacked
body 11 according to the amount of compression of the
thermally-conductive sheet 180. Accordingly, the duct
unit 110 is set in thickness, shape, dimensions, and ma-
terial in order to ensure rigidity against the compression
reaction force. By decreasing the reaction force acting
on the duct unit 110, the weight of the duct unit 110 can
be reduced.
[0058] In this embodiment, the heat transfer surface of
the element stacked body 11 closely attached to the ther-
mally-conductive sheet 180 is set only on the outer sur-
faces of the bottom plates 109b of the cell batteries 101,
thereby to minimize the compression reaction force gen-
erated by the compression of the thermally-conductive
sheet 180. FIG. 7 is a bottom view of the electricity stor-
age block 100 and the thermally-conductive sheet 180.
That is, FIG. 7 is a bottom view of the electricity storage
module 10 without illustration of the heat transfer plate
191. In FIG. 7, the element stacked body 11 is pressed
downward by the duct unit 110, and the thermally-con-
ductive sheet 180 is sandwiched between the element
stacked body 11 and the heat transfer plate 191 and com-
pressed by a predetermined amount.
[0059] The thermally-conductive sheet 180 is a rectan-
gular sheet that has a front-back dimension almost the
same as the front-back dimension of the element stacked
body 11 and a right-left dimension slightly smaller than
the right-left dimension of the element stacked body 11.
[0060] The amount of compression of the thermally-
conductive sheet 180 needs to be controlled without oc-
currence of permanent strain on the thermally-conduc-
tive sheet 180. In this embodiment, the amount of com-
pression of the thermally-conductive sheet 180 is set to
about 0.2 to 0.4 mm taking into account variations in the
dimensions of the cell batteries 101 pressed against the
thermally-conductive sheet 180.
[0061] FIG. 8(a) is a diagram illustrating the state
where the electricity storage block 100 and the cooling
structure 190 are not yet thermally connected, and FIG.
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8 (b) is a diagram illustrating the state where the electricity
storage block 100 and the cooling structure 190 are ther-
mally connected. FIGS. 8 (a) and 8 (b) illustrate sche-
matically the cross section of the electricity storage mod-
ule 10 from the left side, with partial enlarged views.
[0062] When the element stacked body 11 is pressed
against the thermally-conductive sheet 180, the thermal-
ly-conductive sheet 180 is compressed in the up-down
direction (that is, the thickness direction), and is extended
in the right-left and front-back directions. In addition, as
illustrated in the partial enlargement view of FIG. 8(b), a
part of the thermally-conductive sheet 180 escapes and
deforms in a gap between the adjacent cell batteries 101.
When the thickness of the thermally-conductive sheet
180 before the compressive deformation is designated
as ts1, the protrusion length h1 of the outer surfaces of
the bottom plates 109b of the cell batteries 101 relative
to the lower end surfaces of the wide surface abutment
parts 161 can be set to be equal to or more than the
thickness ts1 of the thermally-conductive sheet 180 (ts1
≤ h1), thereby to prevent contact between the wide sur-
face abutment parts 161 and the thermally-conductive
sheet 180. Similarly, it is possible to prevent contact be-
tween the wide surface abutment parts 171 of the end
holders 170 and the thermally-conductive sheet 180.
[0063] As illustrated in FIGS. 7 and 8(b), the thermally-
conductive sheet 180 is compressed over the entire lower
surface of the element stacked body 11. Accordingly, the
lower end surfaces of the wide surface abutment parts
161 of the intermediate holders 160 are opposed to the
thermally-conductive sheet 180. That is, as illustrated in
the partial enlargement view of FIG. 8 (b), the wide sur-
face abutment parts 161 and the thermally-conductive
sheet 180 are arranged on a predetermined virtual
straight line VL extended in the up-down direction. Sim-
ilarly, the lower end surfaces of the wide surface abut-
ment parts 171 of the end holders 170 are opposed to
the thermally-conductive sheet 180. That is, the wide sur-
face abutment parts 171 and the thermally-conductive
sheet 180 are arranged on a virtual straight line extended
in the up-down direction.
[0064] As described above, the wide surface abutment
parts 161 and 171 are opposed to the thermally-conduc-
tive sheet 180. However, the wide surface abutment parts
161 and 171 have the cutouts 161c and 171c at the lower
portions, and when the element stacked body 11 is
pressed against the thermally-conductive sheet 180, the
thermally-conductive sheet 180 and the lower end sur-
faces of the wide surface abutment parts 161 and 171
do not contact each other. As a result, only the bottom
plates 109b of the battery cans 109 of the cell batteries
101 can be closely attached as a heat transfer surface
to the thermally-conductive sheet 180.
[0065] This embodiment was verified in the effect of
reduction in compression reaction force with a compar-
ative example in which the outer surfaces of the bottom
plates 109b of the battery cans 109 and the lower end
surfaces of the wide surface abutment parts 161 and 171

are flush with each other. In this embodiment, the wide
surface abutment parts 161 and 171 do not contact the
thermally-conductive sheet 180, which reduces the con-
tact area between the thermally-conductive sheet 180
and the element stacked body 11 as compared to the
comparative example. That is, according to this embod-
iment, it is possible to increase the force per unit area
applied to the bottom plates 109b of the cell batteries 101.
[0066] The comparative example and this embodiment
were compared in pressing force resulting from the com-
pression of the thermally-conductive sheet 180 at the
same compression rate (for example, 40%). When this
embodiment had pressing force (load) Fa necessary for
the compression of the thermally-conductive sheet 180
at the compression rate of 40% and the comparative ex-
ample had pressing force (load) Fb necessary for the
compression of the thermally-conductive sheet 180 at
the compression rate of 40%, Fa/Fb became about 0.8.
That is, according to this embodiment, it is possible to
reduce the compression reaction force resulting from the
compressive deformation of the thermally-conductive
sheet 180 by about 20 percent as compared to the case
where the wide surface abutment parts 161 and 171 con-
tact the thermally-conductive sheet 180.
[0067] To attach all of the cell batteries 101 constituting
the element stacked body 11 closely to the thermally-
conductive sheet 180, it is necessary to add pressing
force taking into account variations in dimensions of the
cell batteries 101. In this embodiment, the compression
reaction force can be reduced as described above. Ac-
cordingly, even when the cell batteries 101 are varied in
dimensions, the cell batteries 101 can be thermally con-
nected to the heat transfer plate 191 via the thermally-
conductive sheet 180 in a stable manner.
[0068] As described above, in the first embodiment,
the element stacked body 11 includes the intermediate
holders 160 that are arranged between the adjacent cell
batteries 101 and are in abutment with the wide side
plates 109w of the cell batteries 101 and the end holders
170 that are arranged between the cell batteries 101 and
the end plates 120 and are in abutment with the wide
side plates 109w of the cell batteries 101. The outer sur-
faces of the bottom plates 109b of the cell batteries 101,
that is, the heat transfer surfaces of the cell batteries 101
protrude toward the heat transfer plate 191 more than
the end surfaces of the wide surface abutment parts 161
and 171 at the heat transfer plate 191 side. Accordingly,
when the element stacked body 11 is pressed by the duct
unit 110 toward the thermally-conductive sheet 180 ar-
ranged on the heat transfer plate 191, only the bottom
plates 109b of the cell batteries 101 in the element
stacked body 11 are thermally connected to the heat
transfer plate 191 via the thermally-conductive sheet 180.
[0069] According to this embodiment described above,
the following advantages can be produced.
[0070] In this embodiment, single surfaces of the bat-
tery containers of the cell batteries 101 are attached
closely to the thermally-conductive sheet 180 and the
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wide surface abutment parts 161 and 171 of the battery
holders 160 and 170 are not in contact with the thermally-
conductive sheet 180. This reduces the compression re-
action force of the thermally-conductive sheet 180 acting
on the duct unit 110 as a pressing device. As a result,
the duct unit 110 and the integration mechanism can be
simplified in structure to allow the electricity storage mod-
ule 10 to be more lightweight and lower in costs. In ad-
dition, it is possible to prevent a position gap among the
cell batteries 101 resulting from the frictional force on the
contact surfaces between the cell batteries 101 and the
battery holders 160 and 170.

- Second Embodiment -

[0071] A second embodiment of the present invention
will be described with reference to FIGS. 9 to 13. In these
drawings, the components identical or equivalent to
those in the first embodiment are given the same refer-
ence signs as those in the first embodiment and descrip-
tions thereof are omitted. The differences from the first
embodiment will be described below in detail.
[0072] FIG. 9 is similar to FIG. 3, which is an exploded
perspective view illustrating a configuration of an element
stacked body 21 of an electricity storage module accord-
ing to the second embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 10 is a perspective view of an intermediate holder
260 constituting the element stacked body 21 illustrated
in FIG. 9. FIG. 10 illustrates the intermediate holder 260
positioned at the right end of the element stacked body
21 and a part of the cell battery 101 in abutment with the
intermediate holder 260 by chain double-dashed lines.
FIG. 11 is a perspective view of the end holder 170.
[0073] In the first embodiment, each of the intermedi-
ate holders 160 is composed of the pair of connection
parts 163 and the wide surface abutment part 161 pro-
vided between the pair of connection parts 163 (see FIG.
5). In contrast, in the second embodiment, each of the
intermediate holders 260 is not provided with a wide sur-
face abutment part in abutment with the wide side plate
109w of the cell battery 101 as illustrated in FIGS. 9 and
10. In the second embodiment, an insulating film (not
illustrated) with insulation property is firmly stuck to the
outer surface of the battery container of the cell battery
101, and the adjacent cell batteries 101 are in contact
with each other via the insulating film.
[0074] As illustrated in FIGS. 9 and 10, the intermedi-
ate holders 260 are approximately rectangular parallel-
epiped with the longitudinal side along the up-down di-
rection. The pair of intermediate holders 260 is arranged
at the right and left of the cell battery 101 in abutment
with the narrow side plates 109n of the cell battery 101.
Each of the intermediate holders 260 is provided with a
fitting convex 163a extended in the up-down direction
along one side of the front-back direction and a fitting
concave 163b extended in the up-down direction along
the other side of the front-back direction. The right and
left intermediate holders 260 in a pair are the same in

shape. The right and left intermediate holders 260 in a
pair are reversed 180 degrees. That is, the right-side in-
termediate holder 260 has the fitting convex 163a at the
front side and has the fitting concave 163b at the back
side. In contrast, the left-side intermediate holder 260
has the fitting concave 163b at the front side and has the
fitting convex 163a at the back side.
[0075] The fitting convex 163a is fitted to the fitting con-
cave 163b of the adjacent intermediate holder 260 or a
fitting concave 273b of the adjacent end holder 270. The
fitting concave 163b is fitted to the fitting convex 163a of
the adjacent intermediate holder 260 or a fitting convex
273a of the adjacent end holder 270.
[0076] Provided on the outer surfaces of the pair of
intermediate holders 260 are convexes 167a protruding
outward in the right-left direction. The convexes 167a are
fitted to the openings 143 of the side frames 140. The
convexes 167a are positioned at the center in the up-
down direction. Provided at the upper and lower sides of
the convexes 167a are abutment surface parts 167b in
abutment with side plates 141 of the side frames 140
described later.
[0077] As illustrated in FIG. 11, each of the end holders
270 includes a wide surface abutment part 271 and a
pair of connection parts 273 provided at the right and left
ends of the wide surface abutment part 271.
[0078] The end holders 270 are almost rectangular flat
plates and are arranged in the front-back direction as
illustrated in FIG. 9, that is, are arranged between the
cell batteries 101 at both the ends of the element stacked
body 21 in the direction of stacking and the end plates
120. The end holder 270 positioned at the front end of
the element stacked body 21 and the end holder 270
positioned at the back end of the element stacked body
21 are the same in shape. Accordingly, the end holder
270 positioned at the back end of the element stacked
body 21 will be described later as a representative. FIG.
11 illustrates arrows that show the up-down, right-left,
and front-back directions relative to the posture of the
end holder 270 positioned at the back end of the element
stacked body 21.
[0079] As illustrated in FIGS. 9 and 11, the front surface
of the wide surface abutment part 271 is in abutment with
the back-side wide side plate 109w of the cell battery 101
at the front side of the end holder 270. The back surface
of the wide surface abutment part 271 is in abutment with
the end plate 120 of the end holder 270.
[0080] As illustrated in FIG. 11, the right-side connec-
tion part 273 has the fitting convex 273a extended in the
up-down direction on the front surface, and the left-side
connection part 273 has the fitting concave 273b extend-
ed in the up-down direction on the front surface. Although
not illustrated, the end holder 270 positioned at the front
end of the element stacked body 21 is reversed 180 de-
grees with respect to the end holder 270 illustrated in
FIG. 11. Accordingly, in the end holder 270 positioned at
the front end of the element stacked body 21, the right-
side connection part 273 has the fitting concave 273b
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extended in the up-down direction on the back surface,
and the left-side connection part 273 has the fitting con-
vex 273a extended in the up-down direction on the back
surface.
[0081] The fitting convexes 273a are fitted to the fitting
concaves 163b of the adjacent intermediate holder 260.
The fitting concaves 273b are fitted to the fitting convexes
163a of the adjacent intermediate holder 260.
[0082] Provided on the right and left side surfaces of
the pair of connection parts 273 are convexes 277a pro-
truding outward in the right-left direction. The convexes
277a are fitted to the openings 143 of the side frames
140. The convexes 277a are positioned at the center in
the up-down direction. Provided at the upper and lower
sides of the convexes 277a have abutment surface parts
277b in abutment with the side plates 141 of the side
frames 140.
[0083] The wide surface abutment part 271 has a rec-
tangular cutout 271c at the lower portion. In other words,
the lower ends of the connection parts 273 protrude more
downward than the wide surface abutment part 271. In
this embodiment, the lower end surfaces of the connec-
tion parts 273 are positioned more downward by the dis-
tance h1 than the lower end surface of the wide surface
abutment part 271. The cell battery 101 is arranged such
that the outer surface of the bottom plate 109b and the
lower end surfaces of the connection parts 273 are flush
with each other. That is, the outer surface of the bottom
plate 109b of the cell battery 101 is positioned more
downward by the distance h1 than the lower end surface
of the wide surface abutment part 271.
[0084] FIG. 12 is similar to FIG. 7, which is a bottom
view of an electricity storage block 200 and the thermally-
conductive sheet 180. FIGS. 13(a) and 13(b) are similar
to FIGS. 8 (a) and 8 (b). FIG. 13(a) is a diagram illustrating
the state where the electricity storage block 200 and the
cooling structure 190 are not yet thermally connected,
and FIG. 13(b) is a diagram illustrating the state where
the electricity storage block 200 and the cooling structure
190 are thermally connected.
[0085] As illustrated in FIG. 12, the lower end surfaces
of the wide surface abutment parts 271 of the end holders
270 are opposed to the thermally-conductive sheet 180.
[0086] In the second embodiment, the intermediate
holders 160 have no wide surface abutment parts. The
end holders 270 have cutouts 271c as in the first embod-
iment. This prevents the wide surface abutment parts
271 from contacting the thermally-conductive sheet 180
when the electricity storage block 200 and the cooling
structure 190 are thermally connected.
[0087] According to the second embodiment, it is pos-
sible to produce the same advantages as those in the
first embodiment.

- Third Embodiment -

[0088] A third embodiment of the present invention will
be described with reference to FIGS. 14 to 19. In these

drawings, the components identical or equivalent to
those in the first embodiment are given the same refer-
ence signs as those in the first embodiment and descrip-
tions thereof are omitted. The differences from the first
embodiment will be described below in detail. FIG. 14 is
an exploded perspective view illustrating a configuration
of an electricity storage module 30 according to the third
embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 15 is a bottom
view of an electricity storage block 300 and the thermally-
conductive sheet 180.
[0089] In the first embodiment, the outer surfaces of
the bottom plates 109b of the cell batteries 101 serve as
heat transfer surfaces attached closely to the thermally-
conductive sheet 180, and the positive terminals 104 and
the negative terminals 105 are provided on the cell covers
102 opposed to the bottom plates 109b (see FIG. 1).
[0090] In contrast, in the third embodiment, each of the
cell batteries 101 has one of the narrow side plates 109n
in a pair serving as a heat transfer surface attached close-
ly to the thermally-conductive sheet 180 as illustrated in
FIGS. 14 and 15. In the third embodiment, the positive
terminals 104 and the negative terminals 105 are ar-
ranged on a side surface of an element stacked body 31.
[0091] FIG. 16 is similar to FIG. 3, which is an exploded
perspective view illustrating a configuration of the ele-
ment stacked body 31. FIG. 17 is a perspective view of
an intermediate holder 360. FIGS. 18 and 19 are per-
spective views of a back-side end holder 370R and a
front-side end holder 370F of the element stacked body
31.
[0092] As illustrated in FIG. 16, each of intermediate
holders 360 has a wide surface abutment part 361, a first
connection part 363 provided along the upper and right
ends of the wide surface abutment part 361, and a pair
of second connection parts 364 provided along the left
end of the wide surface abutment part 361.
[0093] The wide surface abutment part 361 is a rec-
tangular flat plate that is arranged between the adjacent
cell batteries 101 as illustrated in FIG. 16. As illustrated
in FIG. 17, the front surface of the wide surface abutment
part 361 is in abutment with the back-side wide side plate
109w of the cell battery 101 at the front side of the inter-
mediate holder 360. The back surface of the wide surface
abutment part 361 is in abutment with the front-side wide
side plate 109w of the cell battery 101 at the back side
of the intermediate holder 360.
[0094] The wide surface abutment part 361 has a rec-
tangular cutout 361c at the lower portion. In other words,
the lower end of the first connection part 363 protrudes
more downward than the wide surface abutment part
361. In this embodiment, the lower end surface of the
first connection part 363 is positioned more downward
by the distance h1 than the lower end surface of the wide
surface abutment part 361. As illustrated in FIG. 16, the
cell battery 101 is arranged such that the outer surface
of the narrow side plate 109n arranged at the lower side
and the lower end surface of the first connection part 363
are flush with each other. That is, the outer surface of
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the lower-side narrow side plate 109n of the cell battery
101 is positioned more downward by the distance h1 than
the lower end surface of the wide surface abutment part
361.
[0095] The first connection part 363 is approximately
L-shaped as seen from the front-back direction. The first
connection part 363 has a fitting concave 363b ranging
from one to the other ends of the front surface, and has
a fitting convex 363a ranging from one to the other ends
of the back surface.
[0096] The second connection parts 364 in a pair are
the same in shape and are approximately rectangular
parallelepipeds. Each of the second connection parts 364
has a fitting concave 364b extended in the up-down di-
rection on the front surface, and a fitting convex 364a
extended in the up-down direction on the back surface.
[0097] The fitting convex 363a is fitted to the fitting con-
cave 363b of the adjacent intermediate holder 360 or a
fitting concave 373b of an adjacent end holder 370R de-
scribed later. The fitting concave 363b is fitted to the fitting
convex 363a of the adjacent intermediate holder 360 or
a fitting convex 373a of the adjacent end holder 370F
described later.
[0098] The first connection part 363 has an inner sur-
face 363s divided into two by the wide surface abutment
part 361 in the front-back direction. The front-side inner
surface 363s is in abutment with one of the narrow side
plates 109n in a pair and the bottom plate 109b of the
cell battery 101 at the front side of the intermediate holder
360. The back-side inner surface 363s is in abutment
with one of the narrow side plates 109n in a pair and the
bottom plate 109b of the cell battery 101 at the back side
of the intermediate holder 360.
[0099] As illustrated in FIG. 16, each of the second
connection parts 364 also has an inner surface 364s di-
vided into two by the wide surface abutment part 361 in
the front-back direction. The front-side inner surface 364s
is in abutment with the battery cover 108 of the cell battery
101 at the front side of the intermediate holder 360. The
back-side inner surface 364s is in abutment with the bat-
tery cover 108 of the cell battery 101 at the back side of
the intermediate holder 360.
[0100] As illustrated in FIG. 17, the first connection part
363 has four convexes 367a protruding rightward on the
outer surface. A fitting concave 367b is formed between
the first and second convexes 367a from the top to fit
with the side surface abutment part 141a of the side frame
140. Similarly, a fitting concave 367b is formed between
the third and fourth convexes 367a from the top to fit with
the side surface abutment part 141a of the side frame
140.
[0101] The second connection parts 364 in a pair are
arranged at a predetermined space. The gas exhaust
valve 108b of the battery cover 108 is arranged between
the second connection parts 364 in a pair. Each of the
second connection parts 364 has a fitting concave 368b
to which the side surface abutment part 141a of the side
frame 140 is fitted.

[0102] As illustrated in FIGS. 18 and 19, the back-side
end holder 370R arranged at the back end of the element
stacked body 31 and the front-side end holder 370F ar-
ranged at the front end of the element stacked body 31
are approximately plane-symmetrical with respect to the
plane orthogonal to the front-back direction. Accordingly,
the back-side end holder 370R will be described as a
representative with reference to FIGS. 16 and 18. As for
the front-side end holder 370F, only the parts different
from the back-side end holder 370R will be described.
[0103] As illustrated in FIG. 18, the back-side end hold-
er 370R has a wide surface abutment part 371, a first
connection part 373 provided along the upper and right
ends of the wide surface abutment part 371, and a pair
of second connection parts 374 provided along the left
end of the wide surface abutment part 371.
[0104] The wide surface abutment part 371 is a rec-
tangular flat plate that is arranged between the cell bat-
tery 101 and the end plate 120 as illustrated in FIG. 16.
As illustrated in FIGS. 16 and 18, the front surface of the
wide surface abutment part 371 is in abutment with the
back-side wide side plate 109w of the cell battery 101 at
the front side of the back-side end holder 370R. The back
surface of the wide surface abutment part 371 is in abut-
ment with the end plate 120.
[0105] The wide surface abutment part 371 has a rec-
tangular cutout 371c at the lower portion. In other words,
the lower end of the first connection parts 373 protrudes
more downward than the wide surface abutment part
371. In this embodiment, the lower end surface of the
first connection part 373 is positioned more downward
by the distance h1 than the lower end surface of the wide
surface abutment part 371. The cell battery 101 is ar-
ranged such that the outer surface of the narrow side
plate 109n arranged at the lower side and the lower end
surface of the first connection part 373 are flush with each
other. That is, the outer surface of the lower-side narrow
side plate 109n of the cell battery 101 is positioned more
downward by the distance h1 than the lower end surface
of the wide surface abutment part 371.
[0106] The first connection part 373 is approximately
L-shaped as seen from the front side. The first connection
part 373 has a fitting concave 373b ranging from one to
the other ends of the front surface. The fitting concave
373b is fitted in the convex 363a of the adjacent interme-
diate holder 360.
[0107] The second connection parts 374 in a pair are
the same in shape and are approximately rectangular
parallelepipeds. Each of the second connection parts 374
has a fitting concave 374b extended in the up-down di-
rection on the front surface. The fitting concave 374b is
fitted to the fitting convex 364a of the adjacent interme-
diate holder 360.
[0108] The first connection part 373 is provided to pro-
trude forward from the wide surface abutment part 361.
The inner surface 373s of the first connection part 373
is in abutment with one of the narrow side plates 109n in
a pair and the bottom plate 109b of the cell battery 101
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at the front side of the intermediate holder 360.
[0109] As illustrated in FIG. 16, the second connection
parts 374 are also provided to protrude forward from the
wide surface abutment part 371. The inner surfaces 364s
of the second connection parts 374 are in abutment with
the battery cover 108 of the cell battery 101 at the front
side of the intermediate holder 360.
[0110] As illustrated in FIG. 18, the first connection part
373 has four convexes 377a protruding rightward on the
outer surface. A fitting concave 377b is formed between
the first and second convexes 377a from the top to fit
with the side surface abutment part 141a of the side frame
140. Similarly, a fitting concave 377b is formed between
the third and fourth convexes 377a from the top to fit with
the side surface abutment part 141a of the side frame
140.
[0111] The second connection parts 364 in a pair are
arranged at a predetermined space. The gas exhaust
valve 108b of the battery cover 108 is arranged between
the second connection parts 374 in a pair. Each of the
second connection parts 374 has a fitting concave 378b
to which the side surface abutment part 141a of the side
frame 140 is fitted.
[0112] As illustrated in FIG. 19, the front-side end hold-
er 370F and the back-side end holder 370R illustrated in
FIG. 18 are approximately symmetric with respect to the
plane orthogonal to the front-back direction. The two are
different from each other in that, whereas the back-side
end holder 370R has the fitting concaves 373b and 374b
on the front surfaces of the first connection part 373 and
the second connection parts 374, the front-side end hold-
er 370F has the fitting convexes 373a and 374a on the
back surfaces of the first connection part 373 and the
second connection parts 374.
[0113] The element stacked body 31 is integrated by
connecting the first connection parts 363 and 373 and
the second connection parts 364 and 374. The side sur-
face abutment parts 141a of the left side frame 140 are
fitted to the fitting concaves 368b and 378b of the element
stacked body 31 (see FIG. 14). The side surface abut-
ment parts 141a of the right side frame 140 are fitted to
the fitting concaves 367b and 377b of the element
stacked body 31 (see FIG. 14).
[0114] The second connection parts 374 of the front-
side end holder 370F are fitted to the front-side engage-
ment part 141b of the left side frame 140, and the second
connection parts 374 of the back-side end holder 370R
are fitted to the back-side engagement part 141b of the
left side frame 140. Although not illustrated, the convexes
377a of the first connection part 373 of the front-side end
holder 370F engage with the front-side engagement part
141b of the right side frame 140, and the convexes 377a
of the first connection part 373 of the back-side end holder
370R engage with the back-side engagement part 141b
of the left side frame 140.
[0115] The bend parts 142 of the side frames 140 are
screwed into the end plates 120 by the screws 150. The
element stacked body 31 is sandwiched and compressed

by a predetermined amount between the pair of end
plates 120 in the direction of stacking. The duct unit 110
has the guide part attachment pieces 111a screwed by
the screws 152 into the end plates 120 and the leg part
attachment pieces 112a screwed by the screws 151 into
the heat transfer plate 191. When the duct unit 110 is
screwed and tightened by the screws, the element
stacked body 31 is pressed downward and the narrow
side plates 109n of the cell battery 101 constituting the
lower surface of the element stacked body 31 are closely
attached to the thermally-conductive sheet 180. The wide
surface abutment parts 361 and 371 of the battery hold-
ers 360, 370F, and 370R are provided with the cutouts
361c and 371c. This prevents the wide surface abutment
parts 361 and 371 from contacting the thermally-conduc-
tive sheet 180 when the electricity storage block 300 and
the cooling structure 190 are thermally connected.
[0116] According to the third embodiment as described
above, it is possible to produce the same advantages as
those in the first embodiment.
[0117] The following modification examples fall within
the scope of the present invention and one or more of
the modification examples may be combined with the
foregoing embodiments.

(1) In the first embodiment, the lower end surfaces
of the connection parts 163 of the intermediate hold-
ers 160 and the outer surfaces of the bottom plates
109b of the cell batteries 101 are flush with each
other (see FIG. 3). However, the present invention
is not limited to this configuration. As illustrated in
FIG. 20, the lower portions of the connection parts
163 of the intermediate holders 160 may protrude
toward the heat transfer plate 191 more than the bot-
tom plates 109b of the cell batteries 101. In this mod-
ification example, the lower end surfaces of the con-
nection parts 163 are positioned more downward by
a distance h2 than the outer surfaces of the bottom
plates 109b of the cell batteries 101. Although not
illustrated, in this modification example, the lower
end surfaces of the connection parts 173 of the end
holders 170 and the lower end surfaces of the end
plates 120 are also positioned more downward by
the distance h2 than the outer surfaces of the bottom
plates 109b of the cell batteries 101. The intermedi-
ate holder 160 will be described as a representative.

[0118] FIG. 21 is a bottom view of the intermediate
holder 160 and the cell battery 101 illustrated in FIG. 20.
As illustrated in FIG. 21, in this modification example, the
lower end surfaces of the connection parts 163 are po-
sitioned more downward than the outer surface of the
bottom plate 109b. In other words, the lower ends of the
connection parts 163 are set as plate abutment parts
protruding toward the heat transfer plate 191 more than
the heat transfer surface of the cell battery 101. In this
modification example, the lower end surfaces of the con-
nection parts 163 abut directly with the surface of the
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heat transfer plate 191 when the electricity storage block
100 is thermally connected to the cooling structure 190
and the thermally-conductive sheet 180 is compressed
by a predetermined amount.
[0119] When the lower end surfaces of the connection
parts 163 abut with the heat transfer plate 191, a space
A is formed and surrounded by the inner surfaces 163s
of the connection parts 163 and the inner surfaces 173s
of the connection parts 173, the outer surface of the bot-
tom plate 109b of the cell battery 101, the heat transfer
plate 191, and the pair of end plates 120.
[0120] The thermally-conductive sheet 180 is arranged
in the space A.
[0121] The distance h2 between the lower end surfac-
es of the connection parts 163 and the outer surface of
the bottom plate 109b of the cell battery 101 is set taking
into account the compression ratio of the thermally-con-
ductive sheet 180. When the thickness of the thermally-
conductive sheet 180 before the compression is desig-
nated as ts1, the relationship 0 < h2 < ts1 needs to be
satisfied to compress the thermally-conductive sheet
180. In this modification example, the thermally-conduc-
tive sheet 180 is compressed until the lower end surfaces
of the connection parts 163 abut with the heat transfer
plate 191. Accordingly, a thickness ts2 of the thermally-
conductive sheet 180 after the compression becomes
equal to h2. The thermally-conductive sheet 180 is com-
pressed at a compression ratio of (ts1 - ts2) 3 100/ts1
(%).
[0122] When being compressed in the up-down direc-
tion (thickness direction), the thermally-conductive sheet
180 is deformed and extended in the front-back and right-
left directions. Accordingly, the thermally-conductive
sheet 180 is made slightly smaller in dimensions than
the dimensions of the space A in the front-back and right-
left directions, so that the dimensions of the thermally-
conductive sheet 180 after the compression in the front-
back and right-left directions fall within the space A.
[0123] According to the foregoing modification exam-
ple, in addition to the foregoing advantages in the first
embodiment, the following advantages can be produced.
The thickness ts2 of the thermally-conductive sheet 180
after the compression can be equal to the distance h2.
It is necessary to control the compression ratio such that
the thermally-conductive sheet 180 causes no perma-
nent strain. According to this modification example, how-
ever, the thickness ts2 of the thermally-conductive sheet
180 after the compression is determined by the protru-
sion length h2 of the connection parts 163 and 173 and
the end plates 120, which facilitates the control of the
compression ratio. Further, since the battery holders 160
and 170 and the end plates 120 are in abutment with the
heat transfer plate 191, vibration and impact acting on
the electricity storage module 10 are more stable than
those in the first embodiment.
[0124] Similarly, as illustrated in FIG. 22, in the second
embodiment, the lower end surfaces of the intermediate
holders 260 may be positioned more downward than the

outer surfaces of the bottom plates 109b of the cell bat-
teries 101 in order to allow the lower end surfaces of the
intermediate holders 260 to abut with the heat transfer
plate 191. In addition, although not illustrated, in the sec-
ond embodiment, the lower end surfaces of the connec-
tion parts 273 of the end holders 270 may be positioned
more downward than the outer surfaces of the bottom
plates 109b of the cell batteries 101 in order to allow the
lower end surfaces of the connection parts 273 of the
end holders 270 abut with the heat transfer plate 191.
[0125] Similarly, as illustrated in FIG. 23, in the third
embodiment, the lower end surfaces of the first connec-
tion parts 363 of the intermediate holders 360 may be
positioned more downward than the outer surfaces of the
narrow side plates 109n of the cell batteries 101. In ad-
dition, although not illustrated, in the third embodiment,
the lower surfaces of the first connection parts 373 of the
end holders 370F and 370R may be positioned more
downward than the outer surfaces of the narrow side
plates 109n of the cell batteries 101 in order to allow the
lower end surfaces of the first connection parts 373 of
the end holders 370F and 370R to abut with the heat
transfer plate 191.

(2) The method for connecting the duct unit 110 and
the heat transfer plate 191 is not limited to the fore-
going one. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 24, in
the first embodiment, the end plates 120 may be fixed
to the heat transfer plate 191 by use of L-shaped
brackets 499 and screws 498. In the electricity stor-
age module illustrated in FIG. 24, the two each L-
shaped brackets 499 are attached to the pair of end
plates 120.
(3) In the foregoing embodiments, one thermally-
conductive sheet 180 is arranged on the heat trans-
fer plate 191. However, the present invention is not
limited to this configuration. For example, instead of
the thermally-conductive sheet 180 in the first em-
bodiment, a strip-like thermally-conductive sheet
580 may be arranged in correspondence with the
bottom plate 109b of each cell battery 101, as illus-
trated in FIG. 25. According to this modification ex-
ample, the wide surface abutment parts 161 of the
intermediate holders 160 and the wide surface abut-
ment parts 171 of the end holders 170 do not contact
the thermally-conductive sheets 580, and only the
bottom plates 109b of the cell batteries 101 are close-
ly attached to the thermally-conductive sheets 580,
thereby reducing the compression reaction force.
(4) In the foregoing embodiments, the thermally-con-
ductive sheet 180 has favorable heat conductivity
and favorable electric insulating properties. Howev-
er, the present invention is not limited to this config-
uration. A thermally-conductive sheet with favorable
heat conductivity and an insulating sheet with favo-
rable electric insulating properties may be stacked.
(5) The element stacked bodies 11, 21, and 31 are
composed of a plurality of cell batteries 101 and bat-
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tery holders 160, 170, 260, 270, 360, 370F, and
370R. However, the present invention is not limited
to this configuration. For example, in the first embod-
iment, spacers may be arranged between the end
holders 170 and the cell batteries 101 or between
the end holders 170 and the end plates 120 in order
to adjust the dimensions of the element stacked body
11 in the longitudinal direction (direction of stacking).
Similarly, in the second and third embodiments, such
spacers may be arranged. The end plates 120 or the
battery containers of the cell batteries 101 may be
provided with insulating properties to eliminate the
end holders 170, 270, 370F, and 370R.
(6) In the foregoing embodiments, only single side
surfaces of the cell batteries 101 are the heat transfer
surfaces of the cell batteries 101 to be closely at-
tached to the thermally-conductive sheet 180 of the
element stacked bodies 11, 21, and 31. However,
the present invention is not limited to this configura-
tion. The heat transfer surfaces of the cell batteries
101 may protrude more downward than the lower
end surfaces of the wide surface abutment parts 161,
171, 271, 361, and 371. For example, in the first em-
bodiment, when the cell batteries 101 are com-
pressed against the thermally-conductive sheet 180,
the lower end surfaces of the wide surface abutment
parts 161 may contact a part of the thermally-con-
ductive sheet 180 elastically deformed and escaped
between the cell batteries 101. This reduces the
compression reaction force as compared to the case
where the lower end surfaces of the wide surface
abutment parts 161 and 171 and the outer surface
of the bottom plates 109b of the cell batteries 101
are flush with each other.
(7) The thermally-conductive sheet 180 may be used
in combination with an insulating thermally-conduc-
tive gel such as silicon oil. The use of the thermally-
conductive gel allows the heat transfer surfaces of
the element stacked bodies 11, 21, and 31 and the
surface of the heat transfer plate 191 to be closely
attached to the thermally-conductive sheet 180. Fur-
ther, in the case of using the thermally-conductive
sheet 180 and the thermally-conductive gel in com-
bination, the thermally-conductive gel plays the role
of absorbing variations in the dimensions of the bat-
tery containers of the cell batteries 101. This reduces
the amount of compression of the thermally-conduc-
tive sheet 180 as compared to the case of using the
thermally-conductive sheet 180 alone.
(8) In the foregoing embodiments, the cooling pipe
192 is arranged on the heat transfer plate 191. How-
ever, the present invention is not limited to this con-
figuration. Instead of the cooling pipe 192, a heating
pipe may be arranged on the heat transfer plate 191
to circulate a heating medium for heating the heat
transfer plate 191. Providing the heating pipe could
heat in advance the electricity storage module for
use in cold climate regions or in winter season to

temperatures at which the electricity storage module
can offer sufficient performance. Further, including
the heating pipe and the cooling pipe 192 would allow
temperature adjustment within the temperature
range suited to the cell batteries 101.
(9) In the foregoing embodiments, the electricity stor-
age module 10 is incorporated into an electricity stor-
age device installed in a hybrid electric automobile
or a purely electric automobile. However, the present
invention is not limited to this configuration. The
present invention may also be applied to electricity
storage modules usable for electricity storage devic-
es in other electric vehicles (moving vehicles), for
example, railway vehicles such as hybrid trains,
shared vehicles such as buses, cargo vehicles such
as motor trucks, industrial vehicles such as turret
vehicles and battery-powered forklift trucks, con-
struction machines such as cranes and loading shov-
els, driverless moving vehicles, and golf carts. The
present invention may also be applied to electricity
storage modules incorporated into stationary elec-
tricity storage devices. The present invention may
also be applied as a power source for medical in-
struments, power storage systems, and elevators.
Regardless of domestic use, business use, or indus-
trial use, the present invention can be used as an
electricity storage system that charges electricity
storage elements by solar power or wind power for
electricity storage. The present invention can also
be used as an electricity storage system that charges
electricity storage elements by night-time power.
The present invention can also be used as an elec-
tricity storage system usable at places beyond the
earth such as space stations, space ships, or space
ports.
(10) In the foregoing description, the lithium-ion sec-
ondary batteries are taken as an example of elec-
tricity storage elements. However, the present inven-
tion is also applicable to other secondary batteries
such as nickel-hydrogen batteries. In addition, the
present invention can also be applied to electricity
storage modules having electric double-layer capac-
itors and lithium-ion capacitors as electricity storage
elements.

[0126] The present invention is not limited to the fore-
going embodiments, provided that the features of the
present invention are not lost. Other conceivable embod-
iments within the scope of technical ideas of the present
invention are also included in the scope of the present
invention.

Reference Signs List

[0127]

10 electricity storage module
11 element stacked body
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21 element stacked body
30 electricity storage module
31 element stacked body
100 electricity storage block
101 cell battery
102 battery cover
104 positive terminal
105 negative terminal
108 battery cover
108a liquid injection stopper
108b gas exhaust valve
109 battery can
109a opening
109b bottom plate
109n narrow side plate
109w wide side plate
110 duct unit
111 gas guide part
111a guide part attachment piece
112 leg part
112a leg part attachment piece
115 seal member
115a opening
120 end plate
140 side frame
141 side plate
141a side plate attachment part
141b engagement part
142 bend part
143 opening
160 intermediate holder
161 wide surface abutment part
161c cutout
163 connection part
163a fitting convex
163b fitting concave
163s inner surface
167a convex
167b abutment surface part
168 convex
170 end holder
171 wide surface abutment part
171c cutout
173 connection part
173a fitting convex
173b fitting concave
173s inner surface
177a convex
177b abutment surface part
180 thermally-conductive sheet
190 cooling structure
191 heat transfer plate
192 cooling pipe
200 electricity storage block
260 intermediate holder
270 end holder
271 wide surface abutment part
271c cutout

273 connection part
273a fitting convex
273b fitting concave
277a convex
277b abutment surface part
300 electricity storage block
360 intermediate holder
361 wide surface abutment part
361c cutout
363 first connection part
363a fitting convex
363b fitting concave
363s inner surface
364 second connection part
364a fitting convex
364b fitting concave
364s inner surface
367a convex
367b fitting convex
368b fitting concave
370F front-side end holder
370R back-side end holder
371 wide surface abutment part
371c cutout
373 first connection part
373a fitting convex
373b fitting concave
373s inner surface
374 second connection part
374b fitting concave
377a convex
377b fitting concave
378b fitting concave
498 screw
499 L-shaped bracket
580 thermally-conductive sheet

Claims

1. An electricity storage block thermally connected to
a heat transfer plate via an elastic thermally-conduc-
tive sheet, comprising:

an element stacked body in which a plurality of
square electricity storage elements having a pair
of first narrow surfaces, a pair of second narrow
surfaces, and a pair of wide surfaces is stacked
and arranged such that the wide surfaces of the
adjacent square electricity storage elements are
opposed to each other; and
a pressing device that presses the element
stacked body toward the thermally-conductive
sheet arranged on the heat transfer plate,
wherein
the element stacked body includes a holder hav-
ing a wide surface abutment part in abutment
with one of the wide surfaces in a pair in at least
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the predetermined square electricity storage el-
ement,
one of the first narrow surfaces in a pair in the
square electricity storage element is set as a
heat transfer surface thermally connected to the
heat transfer plate via the thermally-conductive
sheet, and
the heat-transfer surface of the square electricity
storage element protrudes toward the heat
transfer plate more than the end surface of the
wide surface abutment part.

2. The electricity storage block according to claim 1,
wherein the holder has a plate abutment part pro-
truding toward the heat transfer plate more than the
heat transfer surface of the square electricity storage
element such that the holder abuts directly with the
heat transfer plate when the electricity storage block
is thermally connected to the heat transfer plate.

3. The electricity storage block according to claim 1 or
2, wherein the holder is an intermediate holder with
the wide surface abutment part arranged between
the adjacent square electricity storage elements.

4. The electricity storage block according to claim 1 or
2, comprising a pair of end plates sandwiching the
element stacked body in a direction of stacking,
wherein
the holder is an end holder with the wide surface
abutment part arranged between the square elec-
tricity storage element and the end plate at the both
ends of the element stacked body in the direction of
stacking.

5. The electricity storage block according to claim 1 or
2, wherein the square electricity storage element has
a positive terminal and a negative terminal on the
first narrow surface opposed to the heat transfer sur-
face.

6. The electricity storage block according to claim 1 or
2, wherein the square electricity storage element has
a positive terminal and a negative terminal on one
of the second narrow surfaces in a pair.

7. An electricity storage module, comprising:

the electricity storage block according to claim
1 or 2;
a heat transfer plate thermally connected to the
electricity storage block; and
a thermally-conductive sheet that is arranged on
the heat transfer plate and is sandwiched be-
tween the electricity storage block and the heat
transfer plate, wherein
an end surface of the wide surface abutment
part at the heat transfer plate side is opposed to

the thermally-conductive sheet.
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